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Abstract 
A virtual environment of airport’s power supply is very useful for anti-accident training. In this 

paper, an effective method of anti-accident training for airport’s power supply based on Delta3D VR engine 
was proposed. The architecture of airport’s power supply training system was introduced. The electric 
closet’s operating simulation was accomplished based on the device’s operation logic. The model of fault 
and relay protection was designed according to electrical characteristics. A finite automaton model of 
diesel engine was presented based on operating conditions for virtual operation. Finally, a VR based 
airport’s power supply system was built and verified in worker’s training. 
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1. Introduction 
In the modern airport, with the rapid development of the power system, the equipments 

in the airport become more automated and the operation becomes more complex. So the 
workers need a higher skill level [1]. On the other hand, electric equipments and protective 
equipments’ improvement reduced the probability of fault and abnormal operation greatly 
compared to the past. So it is difficult to improve the workers’ capability of the incident handling 
in the daily operation. But the VR based anti-accident training system for airport’s power supply 
can meet the requirements of training conveniently and safely. 

A virtual environment of the airport’s power supply was used in the anti-accident 
training. On one hand, the friendly interactive features can arouse the enthusiasm of the 
trainees [2]. With the system, trainees can improve their operating skills and accumulate 
experience. On the other hand, the virtual system can save the cost on training [3]. What’s 
more, the system simulates the airport’s power supply anti-accident training and ensures the 
training safety. 
 
 
2. System Description 

The system should accomplish the basic functions that the trainees patrol the airport’s 
environment and operate the airport’s power supply and distribution equipments [4]. The system 
should monitor if the system’s topology changed and update the information of device status 
and the system’s power flow. In the system, trainees can set the power supply equipments’ 
operating conditions, such as normal, defect, and fault. And the trainees’ operating records was 
stored from the beginning. 

The system uses the C/S structure. Different machines communicate with each other 
with the Internet. The trainer machine manages all the trainee machines. Trainee machines 
operate independently of each other. 

The system consists of the following five modules: 
1. Electrical Simulation Module: For the calculating results of the airport’s power flow. This 

module outputs the current, voltage, power, frequency and other information. 
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Figure 1. System Structure 
 
 

2. Monitoring module: This module is used to acquire the telesignalling and teleindication 
signals of powered devices. All kinds of state quantity, analog quantity, and protective 
information are dealt with in this module. And the module receives trainees’ remote control 
information. 

3. Trainer system: In this module we initialize the simulation environment. Typical fault and 
defect are set and triggered. The module manages training process and evaluates the 
training results. 

4. Data communication module: This module is used to accomplish the information exchange 
between different modules. It is in response to the topology changes in the system. And the 
status information of each device in the 3D scene is transferred to the electrical simulation 
module in this module. After the electric simulation module computing system’s power flow, 
the monitoring module refreshes. And the system information in the three-dimensional 
scene would be update at the same time. 

5. 3D simulation module: This module includes airport’s power supply system, secondary 
equipments and airport environment model. The module responds to the power flow’s 
change which the trainee triggered. Various types of faults are simulated in this module. 
What’s more important is that the trainees can roam and interact in the virtual scene. 

 
 
3. Airport’s Power Supply Accident and Fault Description 

The equipments of airport’s power supply in many cases can’t avoid the faults for the 
reason of designing flaws or operational errors [5]. So we analyze and classify the faults and 
exceptions that often appear in the airport. And then we simulate them in the virtual environment.  

The faults of the airport’s power supply in the system include electrical and physical 
faults. And they generally appear in the diesel power system, airport’s marker lamps system and 
airport’s runway light system. 

Electrical faults include over-current, short circuit and ground faults. Physical faults 
include porcelain damage, wiring damage, and electric closet damage. Diesel power system 
includes battery’s power supply abnormalities, fuel supply abnormalities, abnormal cooling 
system faults, and filtration system malfunction. Airport’s marker lamps system includes power 
system faults, field voltage system faults, filament voltage system faults, and the filament high-
voltage starter system malfunction. Airport’s runway lighting system includes power system fault, 
dimmer system abnormalities, open circuit fault, the multipoint grounding fault, and the light 
damage. 

The system sets the possible types of the faults to accomplish the effect of the anti-
accident training, so the trainees can inspect and check troubles in the virtual environment.  
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4. Virtual Operation on Devices of Airport’s Power Supply And Fault Simulation 
Generally, the power supply system at the airport includes the center substation and 

the distribution Line. Airports use the dual power. The diesel generators are used as backup 
power. The main lines’ electric closet at the airport substation are equipped with breaker and 
isolating switch, quick break protection, over current protection, and zero sequence protection. 
 
4.1. Power Supply Equipments’ Virtual Operation Based on Electrical Characteristics 

During the airport’s power supply anti-accident training, correct operation of the electric 
closet is the key content. We use the switching power supply (switch the supplying line from line 
101 to line 102) as an example. The operating steps are as following: 

Switch off the breaker on the outlet line side; 
Switch off the 101 breakers and the isolating switch. 
Switch on the 102 breakers and the isolating switch. 
Switch on the outlet side breaker. 

In the system, we can control different modules automatically on the control board. 
And we can operate the electrical equipments in the supply room. The instruments on the control 
board reflect the system power flow’s information in time. See A in Figure 2. 

Since different devices have different electrical characteristics [7], trainees may trigger 
different kinds of faults when they operate different electrical equipments. For some misuse, the 
system can accomplish the electrical equipment’s protective locking function, according to the 
state of breaker, isolating switch and breaking lockout switch.  

The protective latching logic uses the first-order logic. The followings describe the 
state of latching switch, breakers, and isolating switch: 

Mk(i): Line k breaks the locking switch mode (1- overhaul; 2-break lock; 3-work). 
Sk(m,n): Line k isolates switch m’s state (m=0, 1; 0-up switch, 1-low switch; n=0, 1; 0-

switch off, 1-switch on). 
Bk(j): Breaker j’s state in Line k (0- breaker off; 1- breakers on). 
BreaLocking(p): Breaker p lock. 
SwitLocking(q): Isolating switch q lock.  
DoorLocking(r): Electric closet’s door lock. 
In the formula, k=1,2,3,…,N means the lines’ number. There are N lines in total. 
The followings are the distribution equipments’ virtual operating rules: 

a)  i, j, k (Mk (i)=1)   (Mk (i)=3)   (Bk (j)=1)   l1,l2 SwitLocking(l1)  SwitLocking(l2); 
b)  i,m,n (Mk(i)=1)   (Mk(i)=2)   (Sk(m=0,n=0)) (Sk(m=1,n=0))  p BreaLocking(p); 
c)  i (Mk(i)=2)   (Mk(i)=3)   r DoorLocking(r). 

Based on the above rules, if and only if the breaking latching switch is at the "break 
lock" status, the breaker can operate the up and low isolating switches. Otherwise the switches 
refuse to move. And only if the breaking latching switch is at the "work" state, the up and low 
isolating switches can operate the breaker, otherwise the breaker refuse to move. Only if the 
breaking latching switch is set to "overhaul", we can open the electric closet’s door and check the 
electrical equipments. See B and C in Figure 2 (Locking switch: left- Overhaul; right-breaking 
lock; middle-work).  
 
 

 
A: control board 
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B: switch off wire 1# breaker                  C: switch on wire 2# breaker 
 

Figure 2. Distribution equipments’ virtual operation 
 
 

4.2. The Simulation of Relay Protection 
In order to improve the trainees’ ability of dealing with the accident, the trainer 

machine can set single or multiple faults in the scene. Zero sequence which caused by a ground 
fault [8], over current protective operation caused by overload, and two relative short circuit and 
phase-to-phase short circuit protective actions are common faults in the airport power supply 
system. Based on the principles of each fault occurring, the system established the 
corresponding fault mode. Take setting the ground fault for example: 

a). Create a model that trunk touch wires. Their position causes a ground fault; 
b). The glazing plates on the control board alarm and the power flow change; 
c). The electric closet’s ground protection leads relay power down; 
d). After trainees finishing correcting the fault, the relay would recover. 

The simulations of relay protection strengthen the trainees’ understanding of the 
processing flow. Repeated operation makes the trainees’ performance better.  
 
4.3. Virtual Operation of the Diesel Engine 

Airport’s power supply system needs diesel generator set as standby power [6]. We can 
open the system manually or through the way of the oil control cabinet. Mastering the startup 
process is another key content in the anti-accident training. 

Based on the physical model of the diesel engine, the trainer machine can set the 
common faults of diesel engines, and simulate them, which include the battery’s abnormal 
voltage, the oil dipstick’s too low level, and insufficient coolant. The trainees should check the 
diesel engine before start it. If the fault exists, they must exclude it, or the diesel engine cannot 
be started. Abstract the diesel engine into a finite automaton. See it in Figure 3 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3. A finite automaton of the diesel engine 
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In the Figure 3,  
q0 is the initial state. Diesel engine has not been started; 
q1 is the “work” state for the diesel engine;  
q2 is the state that the screen initialize; 
q3 works for the starting automatically; 
q4 works for the starting manually; 
q5 is the state that the diesel engine starts; 
a means that the preparatory work has been completed before the start; 
﹁   a means that the preparatory work has not been completed before the start;  
b is the power supply of the screen in the cabinet; 
c means that the startup mode is on "automatic start" side; 
d means that the startup mode is on "manual start" side; 
e means the mains failure; 
﹁   e means the mains recovery; 
f means pressing the "start" button; 
﹁   f means pressing the "Stop" button; 
g means pressing the "emergency stop" button. 

In the factor a in Figure3, checking the battery voltage is an important task before the 
diesel engine starts. It is important to create a realistic situation in the battery’s starting model for 
the simulation. In the case of precision permits, we simplify it to be the first order equivalent 
circuit. See it in Figure 4. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 4. Battery’s equivalent circuit 
 
 
In the figure 4: 
E -Open circuit voltage of the battery; 

0
R

-Ohmic resistance and polarization resistance; 

1
R - The concentration polarization and electrochemical polarization resistance after the transition 
process; 

1
C -Differential capacitance inside the battery after the transition process; 

And we also define the ex
R

. It’s the resistance outside the battery. 
Battery’s parameter is mainly affected by battery’s capacity, temperature and working 

current. We can get them by dealing with the experimental data in different conditions. The 
electric quantity of the battery changes with time. The relationship is as the followings: 
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In the formula (1), t0 is the ending time of the battery discharging. I0 is the circuit current 
value at time t0. UC10 is the capacitor voltage value at time t0. 

In the simulation experiment, we set 14 batteries and each has 2 volts. We get the 
process from discharging to the end. See it in Figure 5. 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Battery’s discharging process  
 
 

Based on actual operating experience, when the voltage is lower than the minimum 
starting voltage of the diesel engine, diesel engine can't be started normally. The factors that 
affect the battery’s voltage mainly include: 

Insufficient battery capacity. Battery capacity affects various parameters of the battery, 
thereby affecting the output of the battery voltage. It is reflected in the model by using the voltage 
value at different initial time when the battery discharges. 

Start the diesel engine too often. When we meet the fault of the engine at the first 
time, we should take a wait for 3 to 5 minutes. We must wait for the recovery of the battery’s 
voltage and capacity. In the Figure 5, t > t0 is the time when voltage restores.  

With the help of the oil dipstick, checking the oil level is another preparation for the 
diesel engine’s starting. The oil consumption and the running time have the approximate linear 
relationships. And they satisfy the following relations (Hypothesis the oil density do not change 
during the operation): 
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In the formula: 

FV -After operation, Lubricating oil volume, m3; 

EV -Before operation, Lubricating oil volume, m3; 
P -The effective power of diesel engine, Kw; 

mg -The Consumption rate of lubricating oil, g/Kw·h; 
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 -The Density rate of lubricating oil, Kg/m3; 
t -Operating time, h; 
Fl -After operation, Lubricating oil dipstick level, cm; 
El -Before operation, Lubricating oil dipstick level, cm; 

According to the formula (2) and formula (3), the lubricating oil is consumed when 
operating. Before starting up the engine, trainees should check the lubricating oil’s level by 
dipstick and make sure it is in appropriate level. After starting up the engine, the lubricating oil is 
consumed and drop to the lowest level, which would have negative influence to the engine 
operation. We can watch the diesel engine operating parameters on the LED display [9], and 
make relevant records 

 
4.4. Simulation Result 

We simplified the relay’s blocking protection logic to a first-order logical model. 
According to the training operation and the electrical characteristics of the airport’s power supply, 
we simulated the power supply equipments’ operating process. 

We simulated the diesel engine’s starting process by using physical models. We can 
watch the diesel engine’s operating parameters on the display of the control cabinet, such as the 
oil pressure, water temperature, fuel level, and battery voltage. In order to enhance the trainees’ 
experience, we set faults of the diesel engine and changed diesel engine’s parameters by 
establishing the related physical model [10]. 

Based on the power supply equipments’ physical and electrical characteristics, typical 
faults occurred and changed the power flow. Primary Equipments’ state changing caused the 
power flow that is in the background changing. See it in Figure 6. 

 
 

 
 

A. Phase faults situation 

 
 

B. Relay device action 
 

 
 

C. Control board light warning 

 
 

D. Power engines 
 

Figure 6. Typical scenes of virtual environment 
 
5. Conclusion 
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We design a virtual environment of airport’s power supply based on the Delta3D 
engine. The paper describes the structure of 3D virtual environment system and the process of 
creating the fundamental blocks. The virtual system can simulate airport’s scene roaming and 
interactive operations, Airport’s power supply equipments in the system can simulate normal, 
fault and other different working situations. This provided an effective method of airport’s power 
supply anti-accident training. 

Not long ago, the airport’s power supply anti-accident training system has been 
successfully used in the airport’s power supply training courses, and the system has a 
significant effect compared with the traditional way. 
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